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ABSTRACT 

The International Public Policy of Pakistan is profoundly entangled between contractual laws, domestic 

arbitration, and loose & broad definition by Courts; hence hampering the execution of foreign arbitral 

award. The article seeks to better comprehend and investigate the doctrine of public policy as a basis for 

refusing enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. What complicates matters is the absence of a universally 

accepted definition of public policy or practise in its implementation, which differs from state to state. The 

vagueness, subjectivity, and unpredictability connected with the notion of public policy have hindered the 

efficacy of international commercial arbitration on many occasions. Pakistan, which is in dire need of 

international investment and access to international markets for its products, needs to come out with strong 

and predictable public policy mechanism. Case study is particularly done to understand the complex 

influence of domestic and international public policy. New phenomenon arising in the name of 

Transnational Public Policy is also explored. This study further argues that Pakistani courts need to 

redefine the categories of public policy keeping in consideration the growing demands of international 

trade and commerce. 

Keywords: Arbitral Award, Foreign Award, Public Policy, Arbitration, Domestic Public Policy.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The enforcement of foreign arbitral awards poses several difficulties and it is the successful enforcement 

of such award only which brings to fruition the endeavors of a party using arbitration as means of settlement 

of commercial disputes. When award is given in a country other than where it is sought to be enforced, 

challenging questions of enforcement of an arbitral award and the successful execution of the award arise 

for consideration.  Article V of the New York Convention provides exceptions under which Foreign Arbitral 

Award can be refused enforcement.  According to Article V (2) (b), the foreign award won’t be enforced 

and executed if its enforcement will result in violation of the public policy.  

Public policy is a legal principle founded on the concept of public good. It can be used to protect 

the morale of a country or justify a court's intervention where an agreement is considered harmful to the 

public welfare.  Generally, public policy is used to describe the imperative or mandatory rules that parties 

cannot exploit.  A violation of public policy renders an agreement inarbitrable. It is a concept that is adapted 

periodically in order to meet the changing societal needs, including political, social, cultural, moral and 

economic dimensions within a country.  

Pakistan’s definition of public policy is broadly vague which leaves open room to be misused. The 

comparative analysis of the concept of public policy in the prevailing world sheds light on the fact that there 

are two approaches to public policy. One is monist approach under which international and domestic public 
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policies are considered one and the same. India and Pakistan follow this approach. Whereas, under the 

dualist approach there are two public policies: one is for domestic arbitration, i.e., domestic public policy 

and another is for international arbitration, i.e., international public policy. France, Portugal and 6 other 

countries are follower of this approach.  If the issue at hand would be a public policy issue in many 

jurisdictions alike, it may be deemed to reflect international public policy. The bifurcation of public policy 

is necessary because application of the public policy conception formulated exclusively for domestic 

matters (including awards) and coated primarily with the state’s public interest, will not allow courts to 

interpret it narrowly to the advantage of international awards.   

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

“[Public policy is] very unruly horse, and when once you get astride it you never know where it will carry 

you. It may lead you from sound law” (Richard v Mellish,1824-34)  

O Ozumba (2012), in his paper discussed that even today; public policy remains an important 

weapon in the hands of a national court wishing to interfere with the arbitral process. The reason being that 

public policy differs from one state to another and, so far, there is no universal agreement as to what its 

contents should entail. 

An article by Mr. Justice Mian Saqib Nisar (2008) on “International arbitration in the context of 

Globalization: Pakistani perspective”, looked, generally, on the Pakistan’s approach after the 

implementation of the New York Convention and proposed an approach, different from the one being 

followed under the Act, 1937, which should be in consonance with purpose of the New York Convention.  

Another article was written by Huma Anbreen (2010) with title “Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral 

Awards in Pakistan—A Broader View”. In this article the efforts of the Internal Law Association (ILA) for 

evolving uniform standards regarding public policy exception to enforcement has been praised. This article 

also briefly narrated efforts made by UNCITRAL for harmonization of the arbitration regime. Still this 

article hardly discusses the changes which the Ordinance 2005 brought in the international arbitration 

regime in Pakistan. 

A very relevant article/paper was read by Dr. Tariq Hassan on “Judicial Policy and Precedents on 

Arbitration and Public Policy” at International Judicial Conference 2012, held at Islamabad, is worth-

mentioning. With regard to public policy, the author, states that recognition and enforcement of foreign 

arbitration is not subject to public policy exception, whereas the recognition and enforcement of foreign 

arbitral award is subject to public policy exception under the Act, 2011. Furthermore, public policy 

exception for the enforcement of domestic arbitral award in not provided in the Arbitration Act, 1940, 

therefore, there exits “an imbalance in the recognition and enforcement of domestic arbitral awards and 

foreign arbitral awards in Pakistan.” He prefers the resolution of disputes involving contracts of adhesion 

or labor contracts by the courts as a public policy. 

Another paper by him was much better where regarding commercial arbitration the author has 

severely criticized the decision of the Supreme Court in the Hubco case, in which the trend of denying 

jurisdiction to tribunal in international arbitration matter reached to its pinnacle. The author considers that 

the court wrongly assumed jurisdiction on the ground of public policy, despite the fact it was duty of the 

tribunal to decide on its own jurisdiction and the award on jurisdiction would be open to review by the court 

of the seat of arbitration and by the court where enforcement would be sought. The author suggests to the 

courts in Pakistan to reconsider and reinterpret the law on the issue of jurisdiction now when the New York 

Convention has been given effect. Such an effort on the part of the Pakistani courts would help narrow the 

widening gap between Pakistani courts and international arbitration tribunals.” 

Ullah (2016) in his well-articulated paper narrated that in Pakistan, the domestic arbitrations and 

domestic awards are exclusively regulated by the 1940 Act, even if one of the parties is a foreigner and the 

2011 Act is restricted to arbitrations being conducted outside Pakistan.  Provision 1(f) of the ILA 

Resolution, moves a bit further by proposing that the concept of international public policy should be 

applied alike to awards emanating from domestically seated arbitrations and foreign seated arbitrations. 
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Influence of Public Policy on Foreign Arbitral Award in Pakistan 

Any conduct that would be against the community's best interests if permitted is referred to as public policy. 

As a result, under this concept, the autonomy of contract for private transactions is limited by legislation 

solely for the public benefit. The policy develops in tandem with the development of industrialized society. 

Certain moral norms have gained legitimacy as a result of widespread acceptance, regardless of whether 

they have been included into the Constitution. As a result, any private transactions that might jeopardise 

these norms or have a negative impact on the growth of society are evaluated through lens of public policy. 

Thus, a contract that was contrary to the rules of law in a state or harmful to and against the public 

welfare or contra bonos mores (against morality) or that had evolved ex turpi causa is not enforceable under 

exception granted by NYC to refuse enforceability if it infringes public policy. The following sources have 

a major influence on Pakistan's public policy. 

 

Sources of Public Policy in Pakistan 

1. Shariah Laws 

The Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 governs Pakistan. It starts with the preamble, 

which states that Almighty Allah alone has dominion over the whole Universe, and that the state's 

sovereignty and powers are to be exerted via elected representatives within Almighty Allah's boundaries. 

As a result, legislators have been cautious. The Shariah dictates certain limitations. Recognition of an award 

or contract will be denied if it contradicts Shariah. 

According to former High Court of Sindh Judge Rana Bhagwandas, a foreign decision upholding 

a Shariah-prohibited claim cannot be implemented in Pakistan (Grosvenor Casine Ltd. v. Abdul Malik 

Badruddin, 1998). He goes on to say that the Quran and Sunnah are incorporated in every law and that any 

law that contradicts them is null. As stated in Article 227 of the Constitution, all existing laws must be 

brought into compliance with the Islamic Sanctions contained in the Holy Quran and Sunnah, and no 

legislation will be made which is contrary to such sanctions. 

Interest (Riba) is forbidden in Islam and was ruled such by the Federal Shariat Court in 1991. The 

Supreme Court of Pakistan upheld this decision in 1999 (Dr. M. Aslam Khaki v. Syed M. Hashim, 2000). 

However, in 2002, the Supreme Court reversed its own passed ruling and returned the matter to the Federal 

Shariat Court for review (United Bank Ltd. v. M/s Farooq Brothers, 2002). In the case of Flame Maritime 

Limited v Hassan Al (2004), one of the arguments against the execution of a foreign arbitral award in 

Pakistan was that the award given by arbitrator had its foundation in interest, which is repugnant to Shariah 

and law and thus cannot be enforced. Ultimately, the judgement became the Court's rule regarding awards 

containing interest. 

The interest in award is legal in Pakistan presently, since it is regulated by section 29 of the 

Arbitration Act, 1940 itself and it has permitted the enforcement of such awards.   However, the Federal 

Shariat Court of Pakistan may rule it illegal. The Islamic doctrine recognises non-Muslims' right to contract 

in line with their own religious traditions, disregarding Islamic Codes' limitations and approvals. So they 

may make a wine contract and enforce the award related to it (El-Ahdab, 2011). When one of the partners is 

a Muslim, Islamic regulation applies and any award established on a wine contract or any other transaction 

forbidden by Islam cannot be implemented due to prohibition by Islamic public policy. 

2. Provisions of the Constitution of Pakistan  

Every nation has a constitutional framework, and breaking it leads to social deterioration, if not instability 

and chaos.  So every nation tries to defend this framework for its own existence. The legal framework or 

uniform societal contract of Pakistan is the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973. That's 

why its rules and clauses accurately reflect Pakistan's public policy. In the absence of precedent, the 

Supreme Court has ruled that courts must always seek direction from the values and 

regulations underpinning the essential rights and guiding standards contained in the Constitution. The 

Kenyan High Court stated that public policy excludes awards that violate the Kenyan Constitution (Christ 

for all Nations v. Appolo Insurance Co. Ltd., 1999). Similarly, a German court ruled that awards that violate 

basic human rights are unjust, hence against the public policy (Karlsruhe, 2010). 
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3. Laws of the Country  

A country's laws and statutory provisions also define its public policies. The British Supreme Court ruled 

the arbitration agreement invalid in its entirety in the case of Jivraj v. Hashwani (2010) because one among 

the conditions was that the arbitrator be from the Ismaelli sect, which was in violation of the Employment 

Equality (Religion and Belief) Regulation. In another instance, Sion Soleimany v. Abner Soleimony (1999), 

the English Court ruled that an unlawful contract regulated by English law or to be executed in England 

would not be enforced. It will also not execute a contract regulated by the friendly foreign country law, or 

demand performance in such a nation, if the legislation of that country makes performance unlawful. This 

principle is applicable to both enforcing an arbitration decision and enforcing a contract directly in court. 

The Contract Act of Pakistan states that no action shall be filed to collect anything claimed to have 

been earned in any gamble, which if permitted, would be a transgression of principle of policy. To deny 

enforcement, the court must determine whether the claimed legal obligation is obligatory or advisory. Only 

obligatory legal requirements qualify as legal policy. 

In Manzoor Hussain v. Wali Muhammad (1965), the court rejected the public policy claim on 

stance that the transaction itself violated the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act and though it was against 

public policy but the Act does not prohibit establishing a contract that involves doing anything contrary to 

its provisions, only if the State Bank of Pakistan grants ex post facto approval first. It also warned courts 

from creating new classifications or subjects of public policy and asked them to instead narrowly interpret 

section 23 of the Contract Act. 

In a similar vein, the High Court of Kenya ruled in Christ for all Nations v. Appolo Insurance Co. 

Ltd. (1999) that the award against the principle rules and laws of Kenya was held liable by Kenyan public 

policy. Likewise, an award that violates competition legislation is detrimental to Pakistani national interests 

or its public policy.  A court in Germany ruled that competition law restrictions reflect a country's 

commitment to an open market economy, and that adherence with such restrictions is essential to that 

country's public policy. 

A contract which has arbitration clause written in its agreement chooses to waive off essential 

statutory rights won't be considered as valid, but also will be against public policy as it tried to perform an 

act through arbitration which is strictly prohibited by congress. 

4. Laws of Arbitration Act  

In Nan Fung Textiles Limited v Sadiq Traders Limited, it was ruled that nonconformity with the laws 

of Arbitration Act, 1940 is neither against Pakistani public policy nor it nullifies a foreign judgement. In 

the respective case, Court also observed that even though there has been an alteration in the Act, 1940, still 

it does not reject non-speaking arbitral award as against the public policy until and unless court itself regards 

that arbitrators were given sufficient time to produce reasons but they haven’t complied with the 

instructions. 1937 Act didn’t get any amendment like this. A foreign arbitral award that lacks reasons does 

not contravene any clause of the legislation regulating its execution. 

5. Precedents of The Court of Law 

The Supreme Court of Pakistan ruled in 1969 that when a defensive right is asserted that is not founded in 

law but is based on public policy, the public interest must be protected and the claim to innocence must be 

upheld. The concept should be used only in situations when the damage to the public is obvious and does 

not rely on the eccentric conclusions of judicial courts (West Pakistan v. the Lloyds Bank Ltd. Karachi and 

Others, 1969).  In Sultan Textile Mills Karachi, Ltd. (1972), the High Court of Sindh Division Bench 

supported the following Cheshir and Fifoot observations: 

In the current times, maxim of public policy must contain following two points. First, even though 

the principles set in place by precedent must be adapted to the new circumstances of the evolving globalized 

society, still Court isn't allowed to create a new subject of public policy. A judge cannot decide what is best 

for the community. He must rely on the preceding branch's ideas, either directly or indirectly. Second, even 

if a contract seems to fit within one of the accepted categories of public policy, it will not be deemed 
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unlawful until its detrimental characteristics are undeniable. Lord Atkin said that the contractual agreement 

must be given pardon and benefit of doubt. 

6. Unlawful Consideration and Fraud 

The Supreme Court of Pakistan has ruled that the elected politicians must always act in the benefit of 

Pakistan's sovereignty, dignity, welfare, and development, and that the contracts entered by them must not 

contravene rules of law or go against standards of transparency in the open competition (Human Rights 

Cases, 2012). According to the ruling in Tool Company v. Narris (1864), an arrangement for financial 

benefit is against public policy. Every government department's activity should be guided only by the 

assessment of the most effective and affordable way to fulfil public needs. In the eyes of the state, no other 

consideration can be the base for contract. It is sufficient to state that any agreements for financial 

management of the government, for the sake of administering justice, the employment of public officials, 

or the usual process of legislation are invalid and contrary to public policy. Also, preserving honesty and 

accountability in the bid process, delivering contracts promptly and guaranteeing value of products and 

services are all important aspects of procuring public contracts according to the same ruling. 

In a similar instance, the infamous HUBCO case, the Supreme Court ruled that a contract acquired 

via fraud and corruption is invalid and cannot be arbitrated under Pakistani public policy. A private contract 

between two persons involving corruption or fraud, however, is seen differently by the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan.  

In another case (Haji Soomar Haji Hajjan v. Muhammad Amin Muhammad Bashir Ltd., 1981), 

according to the agreement, the appellant would gin and press 24000 bales of cotton at their mills, and the 

respondent would serve as commission agent, arranging for the sale of products entrusted by the petitioner 

whenever it was notified by telephone. The agreement also included an arbitration provision requiring any 

contentious issues to be resolved by the Karachi Cotton Association. The Appellant sued the Respondents 

for an amount of money alleging that they were reaping the benefits from commission agents by illegally 

denying or rejecting products delivered to them when the market was demanding and accepting products 

only when the market was low, thereby buying goods at lower rates. The Respondent asked the Court to 

refer the matter to arbitration in compliance with the terms, but the Appellant objected on the basis of fraud, 

and the Supreme Court ruled that if the appellant side does not want the filthy linen aired in public, the trial 

should be halted. Hence, fraud was not let be the reason for refusing the enforcement of arbitration 

agreement between two private parties.  

7. Criminality in Contracts 

In case of (Ali Muhammad and others v Bashir Ahmad through his legal heirs, 1991), the matter of criminal 

prosecution is explicitly cited and made the subject of arbitration, and the award also specifies the resolution 

of dispute by withdrawing criminal subject as condition of the settlement between the two sides. This award 

was made contrary to the public policy as it dealt with criminal subject matter, even if for the sake of 

withdrawing it.   While this judgement is based on the ruling in Gopal Chandra case (1993), whereby an 

agreement to arbitrate in exchange for abandoning a criminal action for non-compoundable conduct is 

against public policy. But in comparison, in Ali Muhammad case the court declared that all types of 

criminal issues just cannot be arbitrated. 

However, the Small Claims and Minor Offences Court Ordinance, 2002 indicates that only non-

compoundable cases are exempt from arbitration. And, with the agreement of the parties, any 

compoundable violations may be settled amicably, even via arbitration (Small Claims and Minor Offences 

Courts Ordinance 2002, s. 14). Moreover, under this Ordinance, an arbitrator is named Salis. The same 

applies to local laws. For example, in Punjab Local Government, criminal compoundable issues can be 

submitted to Panchayat or Musalihat Anjuman (tribunal of arbitrators) for peaceful resolution (The Punjab 

Local Government Act 2013, s. 96, 97). 

Manzoor Hussain case proclaimed that a person who seeks to dissolve a contract on the basis of 

illegality is usually involved in the illegality, and hence court won't aid him and a person who seeks to 
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nullify a contract on the ground of illegality when he finds that award isn't in his favor is beyond the 

protection of court and law. 

 

Transnational Public Policy 

Critics see transnational rather than international public policy as thriving globally as a truly international. 

Transnational public policy is public policy that transcends state borders. Slavery, corruption, and terrorism 

are examples of basic ethical principles accepted by all civilised nations. Transnational public policy is 

usually considered narrower than international public policy.  

Past decade has noticed a steady increase in support for transnational public policy. An award 

contaminated by fraud or corruption is sought not to be enforced.  Transnational public policy may affect a 

court's viewpoint in interpreting arbitral judgments. However, a court's understanding of the extent of its 

state's foreign public policy in the light of transnational eyes may be more important than whole different 

transnational public policy.  Contrary to the country's own rules or norms for administering foreign arbitral 

awards, a transnational viewpoint may urge courts to embrace wider views that, although not universally 

recognised, are generally regarded as benchmarks in the international arbitration community. As well as 

unifying the international system for ruling on foreign awards. 

A realistic sense is that when a country is an aberration in comparison to other nations, there are 

economic consequences that may motivate a more transnational approach. International awards can be more 

reliable and more likely to be implemented when courts handle them consistently across boundaries. A 

transnational approach may also enhance the Convention's pro-enforcement bias and the security blanket 

that ensures only worthy awards are enforced. Uniformity in international public policy is not an easy case. 

However, today's improved technologies and the internet allow us to learn how courts in other states cope 

with the public policy exception and what the global arbitration platforms considers guiding principles for 

enforcing foreign awards. Therefore, courts in various jurisdictions are better equipped to comprehend and 

fulfil standards in the international arbitration forums. 

 

Impact of Public Policy on Arbitral Awards: A Case Study 

In Pakistan, arbitration is regulated by The Recognition and Enforcement (Arbitration Agreements and 

Foreign Arbitral Awards) Ordinance, 2005 which ratified the 1958 Convention on the Recognition and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. It was re-promulgated till 2011 when it took the face of Act (Act 

2011). The 2011 Act adopted NYC by recognizing and enforcing foreign arbitration agreements and 

awards. The 2011 Act therefore restricted judicial authority and abolished the Arbitration (Protocol and 

Convention) Act, 1937. 

In 2011, foreign award holders submitted petitions for recognition and enforcement of foreign 

awards, citing the new law's clarity and limited court involvement. In accordance with the 2011 Act, the 

Courts may refuse to recognise and enforce a foreign award only if it is inconsistent to the reasons listed in 

Article V of the Convention. The prime reason therein is Public policy.  Since the Pakistan Courts could 

not adjust to the dramatic shift in legislation (since 1937), foreign awards were either postponed (making 

them outdated and useless) or contradictory judgements were issued opposed to fundamental rules of 

arbitration. 

The New York Convention (NYC) limited itself by referring to public policy without defining it. 

Thus in Pakistan, the word has been interpreted extremely loosely and widely by judicial courts, enabling 

the creation of new subjects of public policy easier (IPCO (Nigeria) Ltd. v. Nigerian National Petroleum 

Corp, 2005). In Pakistan, public policy is derived from the domestic contract law, which is then extended to 

international awards. In Pakistan, public policy matters at two essential points. Firstly at the stage when 

matters are decided to be referred to arbitration. At this stage, one party who don't want arbitrator to resolve 

the dispute might go to court for resolution, hence the other party claims to halt these proceedings but 

the obstinate party will refuse to arbitrate the issue, calling agreement or subject matter to be contrary 

to public policy.  Secondly, it is relevant once the award is made, and goes for enforcement or revocation. 

In the second step, award debtor demands dissolution of a domestic award by arguing that it violates the 
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public policy protection offered by enforcement court. The phrase public policy exception is 

commonly used at the enforcement stage. 

Concerning public policy issues, Pakistani courts use their own definition of public policy. The 

rationale for adopting the same phrase or idea of public policy is because Pakistani courts employ the same 

notion of public policy throughout the arbitration process. As a rule, at the referral stage, Pakistani courts 

refuse to suspend cases in lieu of arbitration, both local and international. They specifically have eagle eyes 

for contracts, including an arbitration agreement, claiming to have been obtained by fraud, illegality, 

deception, etc (Maulana Abdul Haque Baloch et al. v. Gov’t of Balochistan et al. 2013).  An award can be 

rejected at any level, at the sake of public interest or public policy, if aforementioned factors arise in a 

dispute. 

Invalid arbitration agreements may also result in non-recognition and non-enforcement.  In 

Pakistan, the Contract Act 1872's basic contract principles are used to determine the legality of arbitration 

agreements. One of the major principles is that contracts that violate public policy are null and void (The 

Contract Act, 1872, s. 23(1)). Also, the arbitration agreement follows the primary contract under Pakistani 

law. That means if the parent contract gets void due to infringement of public policy of the state, then the 

arbitration agreement being the component of parent contract will also get invalid. This means that public 

policy as defined in section 23 of the Contract Act 1872 applies stringently. 

However, if Pakistan's judiciary do not explicitly refer to section 23 when assessing a foreign 

award's conformity with the Pakistan's public policy, they use the same metrics, such as obscenity, fraud, 

corruption, bribery, misrepresentation, etc. to bring in the public policy defence.  So, although not 

technically applicable, section 23 is indirectly pertinent. To be enforceable, a foreign award has to be in 

accordance with Pakistani public policy and legal standards (Arbitration (Protocol and Convention) Act, 

No. 6 of 1937, s. 7). Nonetheless the New York Convention and the 2011 Act abolished compliance to legal 

principles. In spite this; it appears that provisions of law are still relevant, since section 23 of the Contract 

Act 1872 states that contracts whose execution would contradict any law would be invalid (Anayat Ali Shah 

v. Anwar Hussain et al., 1995). In this manner, public policy may include legal rules and statutory 

provisions. The assurance that the same idea of public policy is used for both domestic and international 

arbitral award gives a strong sense of uniformity in application. However, it seems that Pakistani courts 

have misconstrued the law to achieve this uniformity. 

Notably, Section 23 empowers the court to decide whether contracts are contrary to public policy 

and therefore invalid. Contrary to section 23, section 19 of the Contract Act 1872 states that contracts 

created by fraud or misrepresentation are voidable at the option of the misled or deceived party, who may 

then choose for the contract by declaring it lawful. It indicates that procurement fraud and deception fall 

under section 19 rather than section 23, making these issues non-public policy concerns at this time. In 

other words, the malicious consideration or fraudulent purpose should be distinguished from the fraudulent 

inducement of consent, because section 23 does not include contracting fraud or deception during the 

performance of contract.  Rather, it reveals the contract's false intent or purpose, which is against public 

policy (Lahore Stock Exchange Ltd. v. Fredrick J. Whyte Group (Pakistan) Ltd. et al., 1990). 

In Muhammad Yousuf v. Badruddin Ahmed (2007), the parties entered into two contracts over the 

same property, one with the real price and the other with a lesser price. The parties intended to part with 

the reduced taxes and registration cost. The Sindh High Court enforced the first agreement by declaring the 

second null and invalid for violating public policy by defrauding the collection of public funds. The Court 

found the second contract invalid notwithstanding the parties' lack of intent to deceive one other. 

In defining public policy, Pakistani courts consider the interests of the public or public welfare, or 

any damage to the public importantly. In Yasin Khan v. Feroze Khan (1972), for example, the Supreme 

Court (AJK) proclaimed that it's the principle of law that no individual can legally do something that has a 

propensity to be harmful to the community or is against the general welfare of the public. 

In Nan Fung Textiles Ltd. v. Sadiq Traders Ltd, for instance, an arbitrator decided against a 

Pakistani party (respondent) in a dispute with a Hong Kong party (petitioner). The Sindh High Court had to 

decide whether the arbitrator's conclusions were unenforceable owing to public policy infringement. The 

award's non-speaking status will be examined in detail below. In Sultan Textile Mills Ltd. v. Muhammad 
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Yousuf Shamim (1972), the SHC said that the issue of common law illegality on the basis of public policy 

is the finding of the community. It also praised another precedent (AIR, 1947), which stated that the 

fundamental head of public policy encompasses a broad variety of issues, including bargaining with 

enemies, inhibiting prosecution, champerty and upkeep. 

The Sindh High Court also quoted from Chitty on Contracts (1977), 

which defined horizon of public policy that certain subject-matters under the premises of public policy 

hamper the execution of contracts. The SHC was not satisfied with the categorization of public policy into 

5 groups, stated that still there are some subjects which won't fit any of the five groups. Still in order to 

study elements of public policy, this list of five categories comes useful. More matters continue to add as 

they emerge in distinct scenarios. As noted by Danckwert L. J. in Nagle v. Feilden (1966), the laws related 

to public policy cannot remain rigid. It must evolve throughout time. Change is in the air. Enforcing this 

judgement was not against public interests, the Court held. 

Unmistakable similarities exist between the concepts of public policy established in the preceding 

cases and section 23 of the CA 1872. For example, betting or gambling, were considered unethical, 

criminal, and opposed to public policy. Awards dealing or having this as subject matter is also considered 

as against the public policy of the country hence are refused to be enforced (Anjuman Prize Bond Dealers 

v. Province of Punjab et al., 2001). If the agreement is against the enforcing state's public policy, the non-

enforcement of the award would likewise fall under the public policy exemption in Article V(2)(b) of NYC. 

The public policy restriction (as an exception and a basis) has been seen beneficial because it 

prevents private parties from breaching the policy limits in foreign contracts (Weiss and Green (2011). 

However, defining it vaguely or adding additional policy heads may undermine international attempts to 

limit grounds for evading implementation of arbitral judgments (Arfazadeh, 2002). To recognise 

international arbitral judgments, Pakistani courts should reread the public policy exemption in line with the 

NYC's pro-enforcement tendency. The fact that enforcement courts may reject enforcement only on reasons 

specified in Article V of the NYC demonstrates such prejudice. Enforcing courts have authority to 

recognise and enforce awards, even though an Article V criterion is fulfilled (IPCO (Nigeria) Ltd. v. 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corp., 2005). 

An award's res judicata impact may be questioned if it was obtained via collaboration, fraud, or 

deception (Shahul Hamid v. Tahir Ali, 1980). Government of Sindh v. Fazal Muhammad (1991) held the 

same. In this decision, the Supreme Court held that if an award is obtained by deception or fraud, the 

opposing party may challenge it on public policy grounds. The Supreme Court adopted the same procedure 

in Government of Sindh v. Khalil Ahmed (1994). If a court enforces an award via deception, the case is 

called a misjudgement. This would be a judicial error. Similarly, the Punjab High Court ruled that fraud 

taints even the most solemn processes, and general jurisdiction courts may recall fraudulently obtained 

judgments (Chief Settlement Commissioner v. Muhammad Fazil, 1997). In short, an award may be contested 

if it was made via fraud or deception (Sardar Muhammad v. Hasmat Bibi alias Hasmatee et al., 2004). 

The execution of a non-speaking or unreasoned foreign arbitral decision is not against public policy 

in Pakistan. In Nan Fung Textiles Ltd. v. Sadiq Traders Ltd., an arbitral award was given under the Rules 

of the Liverpool Cotton Association, as stipulated in the arbitration agreement. Among other arguments, 

the SHC Court was told not to implement the arbitral judgement because it was against public policy and a 

non-speaking award. The SHC required arbitrators or umpires to provide adequate grounds in a domestic 

arbitral decision so that a judge may decide any legal issues raised by the award (Associated Constructors 

Ltd. v. Karachi Municipal Corporation, 1987). 

In a case (European Grain & Shipping Ltd. v. Polychem Company Ltd., 1990), it is enlightening 

when the contract itself or the norms of an organisation demand a reasoned award. In this case, the 

respondent agreed to provide a certain quantity of Guar Protein Extract to the appellant within a certain 

time frame. But the responder could only provide a fraction of the entire amount. The case was arbitrated 

in London under the Grain and Feed Trade Association (GAFTA) Rules. In this arbitration, the appellant 

won. A Pakistani court enforced the award under section 5 of the 1937 Act. The award was contested on 

numerous grounds, including its lack of justifications. The arbitrator was required by the arbitration rules 

to provide adequate grounds for his decision, which he failed to do. But the court ruled that such clauses 
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were just advisory and could not invalidate an arbitral judgement (Karachi Metropolitan Corporation v. 

Associated Constructors Ltd., 1984). 

The enforcement of international and domestic arbitral judgments, containing interest to be paid by 

a party, is not contrary to Pakistani public policy and cannot be challenged. Recently, the Supreme Court 

ruled that Riba (interest) is legal (SC NEWS INT’L, 2015), overturning its earlier ruling banning interest in 

its entirety (Aslam Khaki v. Muhammad Hashim, 2000). This ruling was followed in many future arbitration 

decisions (Habib Bank v. Qayyum Spinning Ltd., 2001). In Alpha Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Ch. Nizam Din 

(2001), the arbitrator awarded 15% interest. But the Punjab High Court nullified it, citing the Supreme 

Court of Pakistan's ruling in Aslam Khaki v. Syed Muhammad Hashim. Thus any interest which invalidates 

the principles of Islamic Shariah can't be furnished.  

Same reasoning was dealt in Flame Maritime Ltd. v. Hassan Ali Rice Export (2006) by SHC.   The 

plaintiff hired a ship to transport cargo from Karachi to Moroni.  The parties agreed that if the shipment 

cannot be unloaded in Moroni as specified in the appendix, alternate procedures would be sought. 

The parties required issues to be resolved at arbitration in London under English law. The lag and eventual 

inability to transfer goods in Moroni generated complaints that were arbitrated. The arbitrator awarded the 

charterer a specific sum as damages and arbitration costs, plus 7.5 percent interest each year until the funds 

were paid. Enforcement of such award was brought upon 1937 Act. 

The SHC ruled that the authority and ruling of court trumped the interest granted. Following the 

Supreme Court's ruling in Aslam Khaki, the Court held that contracts awarding interest is against the 

injunctions of Islam; as per the Islamic State, Pakistan can't allow enforcement of such awards. Award 

reached its finality in England, where 1937 Act allowed it to be enforced, but for here, defendant couldn't 

prove enough the reasons for cancellation of the award, hence his claim is dismissed. Award will be 

enforced in Pakistan also but parting from interest. This verdict became the rule of law. 

In another case (Pervez Industrial Corporation v. New Lahore Transport Corporation et al., 1977). 

the Karachi High Court ruled that an arbitrator may award interest provided the rules allowed it. It stated 

that the arbitrator's interest award was lawful since the arbitration was administered in England and 

therefore the arbitrator used English law (Dampskibsselskabet Nordon Aktieselskale v. Ahmed Shipping 

Lines Ltd., 1983). Same analogy was applied in Zaib Tun case (1981), where the arbitrator awarded 

almost PKR 331,000, which was the sum due on the cotton sale, plus PKR 33,000 as interest. The arbitrator 

had additionally imposed 14 percent interest on the sum granted. The award creditor used the Pervez case 

to show that the arbitrator may award interest, but the Karachi High Court said that the arbitrator could only 

award interest up to 9% in this case, but not more than that. 

An unpredictable Supreme Court verdict (Dawood Cotton Mills Ltd. v. K. F. Dev. Corporation Ltd., 

2006) has emerged in Pakistani law. In this case, the court could only award interest from the date of the 

award, not before. If the criteria for awarding post-award interest are not met, the arbitrator cannot award 

such interest; hence it will automatically nullify the arbitrator's power to award interest. If this ruling is 

upheld, the court cannot award interest prior to the award decree. This means the award creditor cannot 

receive any relief/compensation between the award and the decree on the award. This aspect becomes much 

more important if the enforcement procedures go on for a long time. To summarise, if the parties grant the 

arbitrator authority to charge interest on his judgement, the courts will not deem the contract invalid for 

public policy reasons and prevent the case from going to arbitration. 

CONCLUSION 

According to Christopher S. Gibson (2009), the public policy limitation to implementation of foreign 

arbitral awards is very important for the development of arbitration economy because it conveys specific 

crucial principles that govern a civilization and its judicial framework in the arbitration sense. Public policy 

in arbitration represents the operational principles and ideologies underpinning the process, such as party 

sovereignty, impartiality and efficacy. It also reflects the procedural legitimacy at the face of law. 

Pakistani public policy is not enshrined in any law, as is the case in many other nations. To 

comprehend Pakistani public policy, one must look to the articles of the Pakistani Constitution, Islamic law 

rules, Arbitration Law principles, and Contract Act laws (A. A. Ghouri, 2013). However, obligatory 
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principles must be differentiated from directory or dispositive rules before using those provided in the 

aforementioned sources. Public policy encompasses only obligatory principles.     

Pakistan is one of the nations that define public policy as Pakistani public policy, rather than the 

notion of international public policy taught by the International Law Association, and therefore adheres to 

the monist approach. Also, there seems to be no other obvious impediment to the application of international 

public policy in Pakistan, other than the fact that it, along with several Muslim nations, adheres to Shariah 

rules. Pakistan would embrace this idea if Shariah rules were included into international public policy. 

In Pakistan, there are no legislative rules of arbitration that define the phrase "public 

policy", therefore courts have provided extremely wide and ambiguous meaning to it. As Pakistan’s 

International Public policy isn’t developed, the foreign arbitral awards are more hampered due to this which 

causes a bad reputation in the face of International Commerce and Trade. This can be seen as the outcome 

of the absence of some global standard for the construction of public policy. The term's ambiguous 

definition allows courts to use their discretion, putting the parties at risk of losing their autonomy over the 

case, which was the primary reason they sought arbitration in the first place. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

After analyzing the legislative, historical and judicial framework related to arbitration and treatment of 

foreign arbitral award, the following points are given as recommendations for the effective resolution of 

the problems mentioned in my abstract. 

i) Public Policy is still facing the lack of explicit words to define it. There is no general consensus 

on what should be included in it. A universal approach is needed, specifically by developed 

industrialised nations to construe public policy in a definite boundary, defining the main 

subjects and wavering controversial elements (which vary according to diverse state). 

ii) More international efforts, such as the ILA's, should be launched in order for more nations to 

join hands and agree on the formation of unified principles of public policy. Tangled and 

fluctuating recommendations will never be enough to provide the level of clarity required in 

this confusing area of law. 

iii) Judges presiding over arbitration proceedings should have appropriate scholarship and 

expertise sessions. Judges in the panel should be informed that arbitration legislation is 

independent and stands-free, and that awards operate because they are acknowledged by law 

and are necessary for the fast settlement of conflicts. Finally, judges should be alerted of the 

negative effects that excessive involvement in international arbitration has on the economic 

market and general development of the country. 

iv) Pakistani courts should employ a strict inference of the public policy exception, avoiding the 

temptation to use the exemption granted in NYC to defend Pakistan's or its citizens' alleged 

interests. 

v) The present scenario necessitates that Pakistani courts globalise their public policy strategy by 

distancing themselves from the national perspective. Nowadays are alarming times that Courts 

need to learn to differentiate between public policy that applies to foreign awards and domestic 

awards. This difference helps in reformation of international public policy for the effective 

disposal of International trade agreements' suits.  

vi) Even if there is a good chance that the public policy exclusion in Pakistan will be international 

rather than domestic, state courts may nevertheless use their authority to decide whether to 

employ domestic or international public policy norms. This leaves a vacuum that enables a 

deceitful opponent to utilize public policy as a strategy to resist the enforcing of an award, as 

it's hard to determine which subjects are deemed public policy in each nation without 

vagueness. That’s why Pakistan need to set a defined procedural framework to follow in cases 

of domestic or international public policy, so the chance for judge’s discretion shouldn’t bar 

the effectual performance of the award. 

vii) ILA Resolution has suggested the idea of international public policy to be used equally towards 

awards issued by domestically seated and foreign seated arbitrations. In Pakistan, domestic 
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arbitrations and awards are purely governed by the 1940 Act, even if there is a foreigner party 

involved, and the 2011 Act is curtailed to arbitrations carried outside the borders of Pakistan. 

Hence, Pakistan needs to follow the aforementioned recommendation to uniform its treatment 

towards foreign awards at least and save them from being adjudged through two different 

legislative acts. 

viii) Pakistan is still a developing nation in the context of reformation in arbitration procedures, 

that's why rather than placing courts in a tough spot by offering a very strict definition of public 

policy or hoping them to implement international public policy for the compliance of a foreign 

award, the law-making bodies should develop a public policy framework which is more 

beneficial for the country rather than just following NYC guidelines, as accomplished by 

France.   

ix) The ILA Resolution might even assist the Pakistan's parliament if it decides to adopt its own 

regulatory vision of public policy. One of ILA's propositions can be of significant help to 

Pakistan. It remarked that primary laws of the nation like contract act or anti-competition act 

should not be used as a public policy defence to stop the compliance of award. Because of the 

present state of things, even contracts that defy any rule of law have been deemed to be anti-

public policy; hence the implementation of this proposal is critical. 

x) It appears that the notion of global public policy was adopted to avoid the danger of each state 

citing its own understanding of public policy as a basis for refusing to enforce the judgement. 

Transnational public policy, hence, is the solution to many international arbitration awards. It 

gives consented set of principles to be followed by many nations to carry out international 

trade. 

xi) Pakistan, being an Islamic country who follows Sharia Law, can’t just legalize all the 

international public policy approaches available by the developed nations, but what it can do 

is rather than following their principles of public policy, it try to formulate its own notion of a 

separate international public policy or combined transnational policy with some cross-border 

countries to lay out certain rules under which public policy exception takes effect and such 

rules are codified for the international investors to explore on.  

xii) Furthermore, it needs to lay out the subject-matters which are in contradiction with the foreign 

public policy of other nations like gambling, wine making, corruption or other illegalities. 

Proper public policy parameter should be developed for them.  
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